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Technical visit to Yiu Lian Dockyards 
(Shekou) Ltd. on 25th April 2015

A to t a l  o f  20  member s  f r om HKJB/HKIMT 
participated in this technical visit to the Yiu Lian 
Dockyards in Shekou. The participants gathered at 
Shenzhen Bay Control Point at around 10:00 am on 
25th April 2015.

Mr. Yeung represented Yiu Lian Dockyards welcomed 
us at the assembly point and then took us to a nearby 
pier for a boat ride around the waterfront of Yiu Lian 
Dockyard. On our way, we saw varieties of marine 
vessels and structures including semi-submersible 
drilling rigs, jack-up rigs, container vessels and oil 
supply vessels moored along the waterfront pending for 
repair or undergoing repair/conversion.

After the boat tour, we gathered inside the meeting 
room where Mr. Cheung from Yiu Lian Dockyards 
gave us a brief introduction on the set up and layout 
of the dockyard. In fact the dockyard was built on the 
reclaimed channel between two separate small Islands. 
Water and electricity are supplied from another nearby 
island ( 大 鏟 島 ). Construction of the dockyard was 
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commenced on 6th December 2004 and grand opening 
was on 18th December 2008.

Yiu Lian Dockyards is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
China Merchants Industry Holdings Co., Ltd. and is 
mainly focusing on repair and conversion of various 
types of ships and offshore structures as well as 
structural steel works. The repair work is mainly sub-
contracted to about 70 sub-contractors (with a total of 
about 7,000 workforce) plus their own 3,300 nos. of 
direct employees. Yiu Lian Dockyards has two large 
dry docks which can accommodate vessels up to 360m 
long. The dockyard is certified to ISO 9001 Quality 
Management System in April 2003 as well as OHSMS 
in February 2007.

Group photo of HKJB/HKIMT members in front of the lobby of 
Yiu Lian Dockyard office block.

Presentation of souvenir to Mr. Cheung, representative from 
Yiu Lian Dockyard, by Ir Albert Lo – Vice Chairman of 
HKIMT, Ricky Lai – event organizer from HKJB on the left 
and Mr. Yeung – event coordinator from Yiu Lian Dockyard on 
the right.
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After the briefing by Mr. Cheung, we had the chance to 
walk around the dockyard to see various facilities. On 
the way back to the pier after lunch in the dockyard, 
another boat tour around the waterfront was arranged 
so that we could have a second chance of viewing the 
dockyard in different perspective.

From this visit, we learned that Yiu Loan Dockyards 
is one of the biggest dockyards for repairing and 
conversion of various types of vessels within South 
East Asia. We wish to thank Yiu Lian Dockyards for 
their kind hospitality during the visit. 

Ir Tang Kai Fun

HKIMT - AGM on 28th April 2015

The AGM of HKIMT was held on 28th April 2015 
commenced from 18:30 hrs at the Harbour Club, 25/F 
Harbour Building, Hong Kong.

The AGM was conducted smoothly according to the 
agenda including the Hon. Treasurer’s report, Auditor’s 
report and Chairman’s report. The General Council 
members and the Office Bearers were then elected in 
the AGM. There were new Council Members nominated 

to replace the out-going members. The newly formed 
Council held a meeting immediately after the AGM to 
elect the new Chairman and Chairmen of various sub-
committees. The Chairman and office bearers for the 
session 2015/16 were elected as follows:

Chairman Ir Alan C.M. Tsang

Vice Chairman Mr. M. C. Chan

Hon. Secretary Dr. K.S. Fung

Hon. Treasurer Mr. Ng Ngai Wing Jammy

Assistant Hon. Secretary Mr. Zhang Chun

Group photo of 2015/2016 committee members of HKIMT.
Presentation of membership certificate to Mr. Shu Bong Tai, 
Matthew by Ir Stanley Lui – Chairman of HKIMT

Presentation of membership certificate to Mr. Choi Kam Wah 
by Ir Stanley Lui – Chairman of HKIMT
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We welcome all the new Council Members and their 
effort in assisting the Council to achieve the objectives 
of the Institute. Ir Alan Tsang thanked all Council 
Members for electing him as Chairman for the coming 
session. As he was also the Chairman for the sessions 
from 1998-2000, he urged that the Council should 
have a better succession plan and that the new Council 
Members should be more active in taking up the 
chairmanship to lead the institute and contribute to the 
profession. He informed the Council in the meeting that 
he would provide a more detailed working plan for the 
coming session in the next meeting.

Tang Kai Fun / Alan Tsang

Social Event

36th Anniversary Annual Dinner of HKIE-
MMNC Division on 7th May 2015

The AGM cum annual dinner of The Hong Kong 
Institution of Engineers - Mechanical, Marine, Naval 
Architecture and Chemical \ was held at the Grand 
Ballroom, Royal Plaza Hotel on 7 May 2015. HKIMT 
Chairman was invited as one of the honourable guests 
to the Annual Dinner and Ir CHAN Moon-chung, Vice-
Chairman was nominated to attend the Dinner on behalf 
of the Chairman.

Ir CHENG Yeung-ming was elected as the new 
Chairman of HKIE - MMNC Division for the year 
2015 -16. The immediate past Chairman Ir TAM 
Chun-kit delivered a short speech to summarize 
the activities in last year and thanked for all fellow 
members and committee members for their grandeur 
support during his term of office. This year’s theme 
is "Inspire the young" hoping that more young people 
will participate in the engineering profession. The 
number of guests in and participants attended the 
dinner was overwhelming with nearly 30 tables. 
Eminent Fellow of HKIE, Ir Edmund KH Leung 
gave a wonderful speech that received overwhelming 
applause from the audiences. Though Honourable 
Legco Councillor Ir Dr. LO Wai-kwok, BBS, MH, 
JP arrived after commencement of the dinner, he 
performed a musical play of saxophone to entertain 
the guests in the midst of the dinner and he also sang 
a familiar Cantonese song to the guests. All guests 
enjoyed that wonderful night.

Ir M.C. Chan

Student career talk at IVE (Tsing Yi)

A career talk on maritime engineering was delivered 
to around 60 students studying in Higher Diploma 
in Mechanical Engineering in Hong Kong Institute 

Students attending their career talk.



of Vocational Education (Tsing Yi) on 13th May 
2015 from 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm. The career path, job 
opportunity and sea-going experiences were introduced 
and shared with the students by the speakers, Ir Mr. 
K.K. Lo, Captain Marso Law and Mr. Roger Lee from 
the Marine Department respectively. Mr. Matthew Shu 
and some other young marine engineers also shared 
their experiences at sea and adviced on how students 
can prepare themselves for the sea-life ahead. The talk 
provided some useful information for students to learn 
more about the maritime industry and better prepare 
themselves for their further career.

Matthew Shu

Joint Chairman Cocktail Reception 2015

Besides the joint Annual Ball organized by HKJB/
HKIMT, the other great social event was the Joint 
Chairman Cocktail Reception which was held on 29 
June 2015 from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the Chart 
Room of Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club.

About 70 participants joined this social event. Key 
personnel from the marine related organizations and 
institutions were gathered together to share their 
views on the recent developments, business trend and 

opportunities within the marine industries  in Hong 
Kong. 

To begin, the chairman of HKJB - Ir Stanley Lui 
made a short speech to welcome all the participants 
and appreciated their great support in joining this 
joint Chairman Cocktail Reception.  He also took 
the opportunity to appeal to the participants for their 
support in the coming joint annual ball which would 
be held on 13 November 2015 at Kowloon Shangri La 
Hotel.

It was followed by another informative address by the 
Chairman of HKIMT, Ir Alan Tsang, he announced that 
Hong Kong is going to host the two days conference 
“AMEC 2016” with the main theme “Shipping and 
Green Development in Engineering” at The Hong Kong 
Jockey Club from 13-16 October 2016. He urged all 
local organizations and marine related parties to give 
full support to this prestige event. He further elaborated 
that support can be in the form of a sponsor and /or 
speaker by submitting papers to share their experience 
or just attending the conference to meet local and 
overseas delegates. 

After the two addresses by both chairmen, a special 
enter ta inment  was arranged and this  was the 
spectacular oriental belly dance performed by Ms. 

Ir. K.K. Lo from HKPU delivered his speech on his career path 
at sea.

Oriental Belly dance was in action
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Nozomi Saito and we all enjoyed this social evening. 
We would like to thank the organizing team who 
had spent a great deal of effort in making this event 
possible and successful. 

Ir Tang Kai Fun /I r Alan Tsang
 

The IMO Polar Code – Safe Navigation 
in Ice Infested Waters

Interests in the Arctic waters and the Antarctic areas 
are growing because of the abundant amount of 
untapped natural resources such as oil and gas, rare 
minerals, fresh water from icebergs, and the most 
recent one on navigable waterways. In August 2007, 
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Russia symbolically staked its claim to billions of 
dollars worth of oil and gas reserves in the Arctic 
Ocean when two of their mini submarines reached 
the seabed more than two and a half miles beneath 
the North Pole and planted a one metre-high titanium 
Russian flag on the seafloor near the North Pole. This 
sparked off internationally the fierce debate on who 
has the right to the resources there, especially by 
those neighbouring countries such as the Norway, US, 
Canada, and Denmark. 

Adding oil to fire is the receding ice cap which makes 
exploration and exploitation of the natural resources 
at the Polar regions more manageable. The receding 
ice cap is mainly due to the green house effect. With 
the longer annual period to use the wider navigable 
waterways, it is widely believed that more and more 
vessels will be  traversing the Polar waterways in 
future.

The increasing marine activities in the Polar regions 
will bring about the concerns on navigational safety and 
environmental protection, especially in these hostile 
areas with fragile ecosystem.

In order to provide practical guidances for the 
marine industry in designing, building, operating 
and maintaining ships travelling to the Polar regions, 
the IMO adopted the mandatory requirements for 
mitigating the associated risks on safety of life and 
properties, and on the fragile environment in the 

Golden opportunity to share views and experience regarding 
marine related matters
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Polar regions, thus the International Code for Ships 
Operating in Polar Waters (Polar Code) was born and 
together with it the associated SOLAS and MARPOL 
amendments for mandating the application of the Polar 
Code.

The SOLAS and MARPOL amendments and the Polar 
Code will enter into force internationally from 1 January 
2017. Depending on the intended areas of operation and 
the risk assessment results, certain requirements of the 
Polar Code will be applicable to ships constructed on 
or after 1 January 2017. For existing ships, some of the 
requirements will be applicable at the first intermediate 
or renewal survey (whichever comes first) after 1 
January 2018.

The Polar Code was developed with a risk based 
approach,  and adopted a holist ic  approach in 
reducing identified hazards and risks. It introduced 
the requirements for the safe operation of ships and 
the protection of the polar marine environment in 
addition to other IMO requirements. The Polar Code 
on safety aspect is generally structured with Goals 
specifics, Functions to achieve the goals, and followed 
by the prescriptive Regulations to meet the functions. 
Regulation compliance is not the only way to meet 
the functions for achieving the goals, as Alternative 
Design and Arrangement accepted by the Flag would be 
allowed.

Ships are categorised into Category A (for medium first-
year ice), B (for thin first-year ice), and C (for open 
waters) types so that by looking at the catergory of the 
ship, everyone would know the design and equipment 
requirements of the ship for operation in the relevant 
sea-ice conditions. All ships operating in Polar waters 
must have the Polar Waters Operation Manual (PWOM) 
which contents as guided by Appendix 2 of the Polar 
Code. The PWOM is to provide the owner, operator, 
master and crew with sufficient information regarding 
the ship's operational capabilities and limitations in 
order to support their decision-making process.

The material and scantlings of the ship’s structure shall 
be able to retain their structural integrity equivalent 
to IACS UI Polar Class standards after taking into 
consideration the global and local response due to 
environmental loads and conditions, and the foreseeable 
ice conditions. Special considerations must be made 
to the intact and damage stability with ice accretion 
with the assumed damage extent when such ships are 
designed.

Measures shall be provided to maintain watertight and 
weathertight integrity of the ship. Hydraulic doors and 
hatches shall be provided with means in preventing 
freezing or excessive viscosity of hydraulic liquids. 
Watertight and weathertight doors, hatches, closing 
device located shall also be designed for operations by 
personnel wearing thick clothing and mittens where 
necessary.

Machinery installations shall be capable of delivering 
the required functionality necessary for safe operation 
of ships in the Polar regions. Machinery and equipment 
shall also be protected against ice/snow accumulation, 
ice ingestion, freezing of liquids, seawater intake 
temperature, and snow ingestion.

Fire safety systems and life saving appliances 
shall be effective and operable under the expected 
environmental conditions.  Similarly, means of escape 
shall remain accessable to ship personal so that they 
can safely and swiftly escape to the lifeboat and 
liferaft embarkation deck under such  environmental 
conditions.

The ship shall be properly equipped to receive reliable 
nautical information including ice information at 
all times while they navigate in the Polar waters. 
The navigational equipment and systems shall be 
designed, constructed, and installed to maintain 
their functionality under the expected environmental 
conditions in these waters. Ships shall so equipped 
to have the ability to detect ice in darkness. Effective 
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communication for ships and survival craft during 
normal operation and in emergency situations shall 
also be provided.

A well planned voyage would reduce the risks while 
operating in the Polar waters. The Company shall 
provide the master and crew with sufficient information 
to enable them to operate the ship safely and  in a 
friendly way to the environment.

 A ship is operated by the crew. Crew training is 
therefore of paramount importance. The company 
shall ensure that the masters, chief mates and officers 
in charge of a navigational watch on board ships  are 
trained to take up the duties and responsibilities under 
the STCW Convention and Code for operation in Polar 
waters.  

Clean operations are extremely important to prevent 
pollution in the Polar waters. Category A and B ships 
shall have small fuel oil tanks structurally protected 
against the hostile environmental conditions. The 
discharge of oily waters, oily bilge water  and noxious 
liquid substances carried in bulk as cargo are prohibited 
in Polar waters. Also Type 3 chemical tankers carrying 
chemical cargoes would only be allowed to operate 
in Polar waters if approved as such by the Flag of 
Registry.

Sewage from new Category A and B and passenger 
ships can only be discharged after treated by type-
approved Sewage Treatment plant. Relaxation may 
be granted to existing cargo ships if they comply with 
current MARPOL Annex IV requirements with [certain]
(CHICK: Can we be more specific on this distance?) 
distance from the nearest ice-shelf or [fast ice] (CHICK: 
Can we spell out what is fast ice in the text?) rather than 
nearest land.

For the disposal of garbage, MARPOL Annex V shall 
be complied with, at a certain distance from the nearest 
ice-shelf or fast ice rather than nearest land.

Additional non-mandatory guidance for complying 
with the Polar Code are given in Part I-B and Part  
II-B.

For more details, please contact Ben Lau of Lloyd’s 
Register Asia (Hong Kong) at ben.lau@lr.org.

(submitted by Ben Y. W. Lau of Lloyd’s Register)

July 2015

•  4th July 2015
 Technical visit to Kai Tak District Cooling System

• 6th July 2015 
Technical seminar – IMO Polar code –  
Navigation in Ice Infested Waters at HKIE 
(6:30pm to 8:30pm)

•  8th July 2015
 PAAMES – LOC meeting at Harbour Building
 (6:30pm onwards till 8pm)

• 13th July 2015 
“Bias in Arbitration”  
by Mr. Robert Rhdes QC – 

 organized by HKI of Arbitrators 
at Mayer Brown JSM, 18/F., Prince’s Building, 
10 Chater Road, Central, Hong Kong

• 30th July 2015 
Seminar on “Hybrid Fuels for Vessels” 
by Mr. John Eldridge, 
Director of Business Development –  
Marine, Aspin Kemp & Associates (AKA) 
at Room FJ302 HK Polytechnic University, 
Hung Hom, Kowloon 
(6:30pm to 8:30pm)
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All correspondence should be addressed to the Hon Secretary, Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA and IMarEST, 
G.P.O. Box 2516, Central, Hong Kong. All matters pertaining to MARINA should be addressed to the above 
contact address.

The views expressed in this Newsletter are not necessary those of the Hong Kong Institute of Marine 
Technology or the Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA &IMarEST. The Joint Editorial Committee of both 
institutes cannot accept the responsibility for the accuracy of information received by them in good faith 
and published in the MARINA.

The Committee expresses its thanks to those organizations who place their advertisements in MARINA in 
supporting its communication role for the interest of the maritime professionals. Details on advertisement fees 
are obtainable from the Hon Secretary.

Notice
In order to have a better communication 
channel with members of HKJB and 
HKIMT, would members of HKJB and 
HKIMT please send your email address to 
our Hon. secretary of the following email 
addresses:

For members of HKJB:
 wclee@mardep.gov.hk
 Attn: Mr. Lee W. C. Eric

For members of HKIMT: 
 secretary@hkimt.org.hk 
 Attn: Dr. K. S. Fung

– THANK YOU –

HKIMT Council 2015/16,
Office Bearers

Hon. President: KOO David

Hon. Vice President: LAW M. H. Francis

Chairman: TSANG C. M. Alan

Vice Chairman: CHAN M. C.

Hon. Secretary: Dr. FUNG  K. S.

Asst Hon Secretary: ZHANG Chun Jeff

Hon. Treasurer: NG Jammy

HK Joint Branch Committee 2015,
Office Bearers

  Chairman: Ir LUI Kam Leung, Stanley

  Vice-chairman: LEE Y. K. Leslie

  Hon Secretary: LEE W. C. Eric

  Asst Hon Secretary: LAI K. H. Ricky

  Hon Treasurer: TANG Kwong Fai

August 2015
•  26th August 2015
 Seminar on “Safe operation and control of land 

based Boilers & Pressure Vessels in Hong Kong”  
by Ir Y.C. Tang at HKIE

November 2015
•  5th & 6th November 2015
 2015 大中華地區”海事論壇 ”
 Maritime Forum in Tai Wan

• 13th November 2015 
Joint Annual Ball – 2015 – Kowloon Shangri-La 
Hotel

December 2015
•  1st to 4th December 2015
 Marintec China
 Shanghai New International Expo Centre


